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Cancer is a fundamental disease

Underlying biology ensures high background 
rate, even in a perfect environment



Cancer incidence varies from 
country to country–but rankings 
are similar

Public health and translational
biomedical research required

JAMA Oncology (2017) 3, 524

Underlying biology is visible in 
global cancer rates

Cancers ranked by number of incident cases in 50 most 
populous countries
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Stomach Cancer

• H. pylori eradiction reduces gastric cancer risk by ~34% 
(not 100%)

• H. pylori eradication increases  the risk of oesophageal
cancer

• 67% of Māori cases <45yrs of age carry a germline 
CDH1 mutation1

1Hakkaart et al (2018)



Without progress in biomedical translational  research 
the central narrative remains unchanged



Must be an urgent priority, but in parallel 
to other research. Otherwise….

“Is that it?”

Equity



Translational Research

• Leans heavily on existing knowledge
• Can be ‘discovery’ or ‘implementation’ research 
• Job not done until need has been addressed

Unerring focus on unmet clinical need 



• More ‘hard thinking’,  less ‘bulldozer’
• High risk/high reward
• Not competing with international consortia
• Clear clinical goals

• Achievable in short-medium term
• Pragmatic
• Cost/benefit analysis
• ‘Better care at lower cost’

Discovery

Implementation

Translational Cancer Research in NZ

Sanger Centre, UK



Translational Researchers….

Some people ‘try new experiments such as 

themselves think good’

Others are ‘looking into the experiment 

of their fellows, 

and cast about how to draw out of them 

things of use and practice for man’s life 

and knowledge’



NZ translational cancer research opportunities

• Elimination of futile chemotherapy (ctDNA)
• Better management via increased treatment flexibility (ctDNA)
• More accurate colorectal ca screening
• Reduced drug resistance (adaptive treatment)
• Clinical trials (diagnostic or drug)

Discovery

• Immunotherapy
• Innovative drugs 
• Better genetic risk prediction
• Increased care in the community (blood/urine tests)
• Earlier diagnosis

Implementation



“The maxim, ‘Nothing prevails but 

perfection’, may be spelled 

PARALYSIS.”

(Winston Churchill)

"Give them the third best to go 

on with; the second best comes 

too late, the best never comes.”  

Robert Watson-Watt (inventor of 

WW2 early warning radar)

Implementation research: incremental gains OK



DHB Barriers to Translational Research in NZ

• Research culture not strong in hospitals

• Insufficient coordination between regions

-inhibits uptake of new technology

• Biological samples/pathologists/clinical data 

are difficult to access 

-difficult to recruit over multiple sites



Workforce Barriers



• Australia NHMRC (2000-2010)1: cost-benefit ratio= 2.7

• US (1988-2000)2: 23m extra life years from

new cancer treatments ($1.9 trillion social value)

• UK (1970-2009)3:  40% annual rate of return, year on year

Funding of NZ HRC/Health Science Challenges
is a high return investment, not just another fiscal drain

1Deloittes, 2011; 2Sun et al, 2009;  3Glover et al, 2014

Economic value of cancer research 

under-appreciated



Insufficient DNA sequence data collection 

and infrastructure

• DNA sequence (precision oncology) will 

increasingly drive cancer treatment decisions

• Provides essential resource for translational 

research



What DHB system changes would enable 

more effective translational research?

• National coordination and connectivity

-reduce parallel patient recruitment processes

• Single, active pathway to assess and implement

new technologies across DHBs

• Capacity for cost/benefit analysis

• Enhanced electronic medical record systems

-rapidly link treatment, outcome and sample data



More Pull and less Push

• MoH/DHB commissioned research (with HRC)

• DHBs commit to assist with implementation



Why?
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